
Nationwide coverage
Competitive quotations 

Call 03459 677477

Ensure everything they 
touch is SafeTOUCH

Bacteria, Spores, 
Viruses and Fungi  

on contact

KILLS 
99.9%



Getting safely  
back to business.
As the nation prepares itself for gradual lockdown exit, the Coronavirus 
(COVID-19) outbreak will continue to present a risk to people returning 
to work or attending buildings of any kind across the UK.

Specialist internal and 
external sanitisation service

Deep cleaning, pressure 
cleaning, disinfecting

Fogging machines and 
latest eco-friendly 
technology

Safeguard colleagues, 
customers and visitors

Protect your brand 
reputation

SafeTOUCH

More than ever, cleaner, safer environments 
will be needed to reduce this risk and provide 
added reassurance to colleagues, customers 
and other visitors. While premises are currently 
empty or under capacity, now is the ideal time 
to act and minimise further interruption.

Our dedicated SafeTOUCH service sanitises 
premises on either a reactive or preventative 
basis. It ensures your brand reputation is well-
protected and gets you safely back to business.

Our team of directly employed operatives is 
the UK’s No.1 market leader and the only truly 
nationwide window and specialist cleaning 
provider. With a regional management 
structure in place and a central service desk in 
support we are uniquely positioned to rapidly 
deploy across multiple sites and significantly 
reduce the risk of infection. 

Call 03459 677477
nssgroup.com



We focus on expertly cleaning areas and touch-points which experience high 
volumes of footfall and interaction, easily transmitting viruses. Our skilled operatives 
treat smaller internal areas and touch-points with precision and care while using 
specialist equipment to rapidly sanitise larger internal and external areas. 

SafeTOUCH covers  
all surfaces and covers 
the whole country.

State-of-the-art equipment 

We’ve modified existing equipment and 
invested in some of the latest technology 
on the market including a portable fogging 
machine, a very effective high-level 
disinfecting system, capable of rapidly 
cleaning multiple surfaces – ideal  
for internal areas. 

The NSS fleet of vans are fully equipped  
with their own on-board power source.  
Able to clean and sanitise all water washable 
surfaces we can rapidly cover large external 
areas with minimal disruption. 

No germs. Many benefits.

• Sanitising solution is atomised to create 
a very fine fog which binds to surfaces  

• Solution is chlorine and alcohol free

• Kills 99.9% of bacteria, spores, 
viruses and fungi on contact

• Won’t damage rubbers,  
plastics or metals

• Safe on soft furnishings

• Minimum 18 hours of residual  
surface protection

• Areas can be re-opened 45 minutes 
after application (we said rapid!)

Bespoke service
Some things come as standard with NSS 
such as national coverage and rapid 
response but SafeTOUCH comes as a 
bespoke package of specialist services, 
delivered to your precise requirements. 

SafeTOUCH (External)

External spray and leave sanitisation  
to entrances and exits

SafeTOUCH (Internal)

Internal sanitisation to hard surface 
touch points and floors using  
traditional methods

SafeTOUCH+
Internal and external sanitisation 
using fogging and latest eco-friendly 
technology

Call 03459 677477
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Altogether better
We’ve brought all our services together, so 
you only need one contact. No more dealing 
with multiple contractors, it’s just one team, 
on one site, delivering everything you need.

National coverage
Better coverage means a better service. We 
have nine sites nationwide, meaning we’re 
on-hand to offer quick response times 24/7, 
365 days a year.

Self-delivery
We don’t use subcontractors. We don’t hire 
equipment. We self-deliver the job in-house, 
ensuring a consistent service and a rapid 
response, every time.

The safest way
The safest way is the only way. Our skilled, 
highly qualified staff work to the strictest 
standards, and a culture of safety and 
transparency is built into everything we do.

Transparency matters
That’s why we provide timely and accurate 
reports throughout the work, giving you the 
peace of mind of knowing exactly what’s 
been done. And we use these reports to 
continuously improve efficiency and quality.

Five reasons why NSS provides  
an altogether better service

Nationwide coverage and high volume of work means SafeTOUCH 
is very competitively priced. Call us on 03459 677477 to discuss the 
rapid way to a safer environment.


